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		Intrigued by the possibilities of developing web applications in the cloud? With this concise book, you get a quick hands-on introduction to OpenShift, the open source Platform as a Service (PaaS) offering from Red Hat. You’ll learn the steps necessary to build, deploy, and host a complete real-world application on OpenShift, without having to read long, detailed explanations of the technologies involved.

	
		Though the book uses Python, application examples in other languages are available on GitHub. If you can build web applications, use a command line, and program in Java, Python, Ruby, Node.js, PHP, or Perl, you’re ready to get started.

		
			Dive in and create your first example application with OpenShift
	
			Modify the example with your own code and hot-deploy the changes
	
			Add components such as a database, task scheduling, and monitoring
	
			Use external libraries and dependencies in your application
	
			Delve into networking, persistent storage, and backup options
	
			Explore ways to adapt your team processes to use OpenShift
	
			Learn OpenShift terms, technologies, and commands
	
			Get a list of resources to learn more about OpenShift and PaaS
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Refactoring SQL ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2008
What can you do when database performance doesn't meet expectations? Before you turn to expensive hardware upgrades to solve the problem, reach for this book. Refactoring SQL Applications provides a set of tested options for making code modifications to dramatically improve the way your database applications function. Backed by real-world...
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Easy Microsoft Works Suite 2000Que, 2000
I appreciate having the opportunity to join the great team at Que in producing this book.Acquisitions Editor Angelina Ward and Development Editor Sarah Robbins provided insight and expertise as they guided this project from start to finish.And editors Karen Shields,Victoria Elzey, and Maribeth Echard ensured the clarity and accuracy of the text in...
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Tweak It: Make What Matters to You Happen Every DayCenter Street, 2013

	As the demands of work grow more intense, personal life can get shoved to the side. But resolving the job-versus-life conflict doesn't require the kind of big, disruptive, scary transformation that so many time-management "experts" recommend. In TWEAK IT, Cali Williams Yost proves that a comfortable work+life fit can be achieved...
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Dictionary of Applied Math for Engineers and Scientists (Comprehensive Dictionary of Mathematics)CRC Press, 2002
Clear, concise definitions of mathematical terms are not easy to locate, and despite the seemingly close connections between math and other scientific and engineering fields, practical explanations comprehensible to those who are not primarily mathematicians are even more difficult to find. The Dictionary of Applied Mathematics for Engineers and...
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Quantum Computing: A Gentle Introduction (Scientific and Engineering Computation)MIT Press, 2011

	The combination of two of the twentieth century's most influential and revolutionary scientific theories, information theory and quantum mechanics, gave rise to a radically new view of computing and information. Quantum information processing explores the implications of using quantum mechanics instead of classical mechanics to model...
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Inside Flash™New Riders Publishing, 2001
This is a unique book. A unique approach. To a unique  technology. Coders and creatives are both drawn to this thing called Flash, each  riffing in different directions off the same tool.

Inside Flash is a world of  information, ranging from foundation knowledge, to...
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